
The Twitter Pledge 

By reading and signing to the following you hereby accept and understand that your actions, particularly 

around grammar and capitalization, may be subject to condescending scoffs and excessive head shaking. 

If you are uninterested in being subject to scrutiny please click the close button of your browser, go to 

your router and rip the cord from the power outlet and bury it. You may also want to find a rock to go into 

hiding. You may not take Patrick Star’s. Or proceed to ignore any internet related activity in the future.  

 

The following pledge is considered valid for as long as Twitter and/or the Internet shall live. A violation 

in the following rules may constitute in a large wave of “unfollowing” from any or all of your social 

media profiles. Members of the governing committee accept motions to change this pledge in any form 

given that there is some form of culinary meeting to discuss the changes. This is not a bribe. Those are 

illegal and unethical.  

 

SECTION I. The Use of Capitalization when using Hashtags (#) 

You agree to capitalize the first letter of each new word in a hashtag. For example 

“#Flyingferretsperformaflop” would be a violation of this rule. “#FlyingFerretsPerformAFlop” is the 

more acceptable term. 

A. This rule may be thrown out if there are fewer than five words in the given hashtag.  

a. If fewer than five words, the rule must be followed if the letter ending in the first 

word is the same as the first letter of the second world. So “#Sarasslap” is incorrect 

“#SaraSlap” or “#SarassLap” would be correct, unless “Sarasslap” is actually a word.  

Following the above rule is particularly useful when punctuation would have dictated possession of 

something, but including punctuation would disrupt the point of a hashtag. See “#Pharrellshat”. Or by 

confusing two phrases that could be taken from one phrase. See “#nowthatchersdead”.  

 

#Pharrellshat. The confusion around knowing if “Pharrell SHAT” or if “Pharrel’s HAT” was awesome. 

See how using the rule would benefit society? 

 

“#nowthatchersdead”. Confusion over realizing a great pop queen (CHER) could have left our world to 

be fabulous elsewhere or to be shocked over Margaret Thatcher passed on. Capitalization could have 

prevented this whole debacle.  

 

If you are now ready to agree, proceed.  

I (enter name) ____________ hereby agree to follow the rules outlined above as my Twitter Pledge on 

(enter date) __________ and will be held accountable by those around me.  

 

This is obviously to be taken seriously given that this is in Times New Roman.  

 


